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1. INTRODUCTION 
The purpose of this short paper is to prove a well-known result linking the 
Fourier transform of a radial function in [Wn, with an appropriate Bessel trans- 
form (cf. [3], p. 155 Theorem 3.3). The techniques used have their origin in 
Tate’s thesis, “Fourier Analysis in Number Fields . ..” as reproduced in [2], and 
we believe they provide a novel approach to the result considered. We shall use 
notation reminiscent of Tate’s work. 
Throughout this paperf,g will denote radial Schwartz-Bruhat functions on 
UP (i.e. it and all its derivatives vanish very quickly for large r), r will be a vector 
in UP and dr is the standard Euclidean measure in OP. We also put 
r=lrj. 
2. SOME LEMMAS 
Following Tate we define the zeta function of a functionf, as follows. 
tlf, 4 = (kW W 
This is simply the Mellin transform off. We shall also consider the Fourier 
transform off 
f(c) = ~Rn.f(r,) exp@+ * 4 dr2 . 
Clearly the Fourier transform of a radial function is radial. It is also well known 
that the space of Schwartz-Bruhat functions is closed under the operation of 
Fourier transformation. 
LEMMA 1. [(f, s) is analytic for all Re(s) > 0. 
Proof. A standard result cf. [2], p. 314. 
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LEMMA 2. In the region 0 < Re(s) < n we have 
We may rewrite these absolutely convergent integrals as the following absolutely 
convergent double integral. 
Under the transformation 
this becomes 
co .rl “f(Q) &YlY2) Ilnry 9 2 0 0 
m m zzz s (I 0 0 
f(Q) &,Y,)Y,fl $) r,“y $ . (1) 
For the inner integral we have 
I “fh) !(v*) yin $ 0 
rJJ 
=I s 
f(~r) g(rs)rF-’ exp(2Grars . rr) dr, dr, . 
0 w 
Converting to polar coordinates we have 
dr, = r,“-‘J(Q) dr, dQ 
where J(Q), Q are angular components. Thus we get for the inner integral of (1) 
cc’ 00 s, s s fh> &2)(vs)“-1 J(Q) exp(2Gy2r2 * rl> @ d s dr, . 0 32 
This is clearly symmetric in f and g and so proves our lemma. 
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3. THE THEOREMS 
Lemma 2 is a direct analogue of Tate’s Lemma 2.4.2 ([2], p.314) and we 
shall use it, as does Tate, to establish a functional equation for our zeta functions. 
We shall then “invert” the functional equation to give the result announced 
in the title. 
THEOREM 1. The function I;(f, s) has an analytic continuation valid for all 
s # 0, and satis$es the functional equation 
Proof Let 
fc(r) = e-n?’ 
Then it is well-known that 
J(r) = e++ 
and also that 
[(fc, s) = ?T-“V(s/2) 
<(f^c, n - s) = ~r(~--~)‘~r (7). 
By our lemma we have for 0 < Re(s) < n 
5(f’ ‘) = 
S(fc, s) 
<(fi, n - 5) 
5(.L fl - s) 
But the R H S of (2) is analytic for all {s: Re(s) < n, s # 0} and so gives an 
analytic continuation of [(f, s) to all s # 0 It also establishes the functional 
equation. 
We have of course proved much more than was required. All we need have 
established was the identity 
s y f @)p $ = ~“l2-S _ W2) r(n2s) f() -7 % * r rn S dr 
for 0 < Re(s) < n, By now using the Mellin inversion formula 
our main result. 
THEOREM 2. 
{(r,) = ~cTY,‘-~” 
s 
a f (r2) Jlt,a_1(2~Ir2)r,‘2 dr, . 
cl 
(3) 
we can prove 
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Proof. Taking the inverse Mellin transform of (3) we get 
for 0 < c < n. On interchanging the order of integration which is valid in 
this region, we get 
f(rl) = jnm f(y2)y2 & s,‘:” @‘z-S r(s’2) 
r(F) 
(y1y2)-s ds $ . 
The inner integral may be evaluated either from tables, or simply by direct 
integration, summing the residues at the poles of r(s/2). Either way we get 
Our theorem is now proved, as stated by noting that 
By the standard density arguments this proves our result for a much larger 
class of functions than those we are considering. In fact we have the standard 
result, for instance. 
THEOREM 3. The formula in Theorem 2 is valid for all radial functions 
f E P( R”) n Ll( R”). 
4. CONCLUSION 
The proof we have given has elements in common with the proof in [l] though 
that proof makes no mention of Mellin transforms. It is precisely this interplay 
of Fourier and Mellin transforms that has for so long fascinated number theorists 
working with zeta functions. 
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